Introducing Evolution™ Expandable – the next generation in versatile, patient care beds. With an 850 pound capacity and class leading 9” low position, the Evolution™ Expandable is a safe option for ‘at risk fall’ patients. The deck height of 30.75” allows for an adjustable ergonomic working environment for care providers of all sizes and the bed can transport a patient in any high or low position. The deck width expands from 39” to 42” to 48” allowing for flexibility in meeting patient needs. When combined with our therapeutic support surfaces, the Evolution™ Expandable can provide alternation therapy, pulsation therapy or rotational therapy with percussion and vibration to accommodate a wide array of patient needs. The Rest Secure System™ is an integrated scale, bed exit alarm and protocol timer that interfaces with the nurse call system. Caregiver lockout controls, nurse call interface, bed exit alarm, cardio chair positioning, 20 degree Trendelenberg and Reverse Trendelenberg make the Evolution™ Expandable the ideal bed for any care environment.
SIZEWISE™: Evolution™ Expandable

available THERAPIES

- Bariatric Alternation Therapy – Mighty Air™
- Bariatric Rotation Therapy – Big Turn™
- Bariatric Pulsation Therapy – SW Pulsate™
- Bariatric Immersion Therapy – Platinum 6000™

Control Panel with Independent Lockout Features

**BED**
- Low Position - Deck to Floor: 9"
- High Position - Deck to Floor: 30.75"
- Sleep deck width: Expandable 39", 42", 48"
- Sleep deck length: .82"
- Maximum overall width w/ rails: .52"
- Maximum overall length w/o bumper: .89"
- Patient weight capacity: 850 lbs

**SIDE RAILS**
- Type: Fold Down
- Included with purchase: One Left, One Right, Head Rail

**HEAD/FOOT BOARDS**
- Included in Purchase: Yes
- Type: High Impact Plastic

**BED ANGLES**
- Head Section: 0° - 65°
- Knee Section: 0° - 50°
- Max Trend: 0° - 20°
- Max Reverse Trend: 0° - 20°

**CASTER & BRAKING SYSTEM**
- Caster Diameter: 4"
- Dual Brake/Steer System: 4"

**SCALE SYSTEM**
- Included in Purchase: Yes
- Weigh in any position: Yes

**ELECTRICAL SPECS**
- Emergency Battery back-up: Included
- Safety Listing: EN60601
- Foot End Bed Controls: Included
- Power Requirements: 120v, 60 cycle

**MATTRESS OPTIONS**
- Low Air Loss Surface: Optional
- Alternation Therapy: Optional
- Full Body Lateral Rotation Therapy: Optional
- Pulsation Therapy: Optional
- Non-Powered Surface: Optional
- Tri-Laminate Surface: Optional

**OPTIONS**
- Trapeze: Yes

**PATENTS**
- U.S. Patent No. 7,013,510
- U.S. Patent No. 7,334,277

**MADE IN THE USA**
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